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Abstract. The use of composites in stiffened aerospace air-frame structures 
introduces complex geometries and hidden regions that are vulnerable to defects 
during manufacturing and damage during service. Inspections of such structures are 
cumbersome and time consuming, but are of a great concern to aerospace industry 
since the criticality of defects/damage in these regions can lead to unexpected 
failures and downtime. This work presents a technique for rapid non-contact 
inspection of curved and hidden regions in stiffened composite components. Air-
Coupled guided wave ultrasonic inspection in was employed. The probes were 
configured in order to excite Anti-symmetric plate mode (A0).  The direct A0 modes 
as well as the mode converted S0 modes were detected using a receiver probe. The 
technique was found to have the capability to detect and locate defects of the 
delamination type in the hidden and curved regions of such stiffened composite 
components.  Additionally, finite element (FE) models were used to visualize guided 
wave propagation and its interaction with defects in such curved and hidden regions 
for improved interpretation of the as-received signals from the experiments. The 
technology has the potential to significantly improve the inspection capabilities for 
complex regions in aerospace components. 
 

Introduction 

 Composites structures are extensively used in safety critical applications since they 
provide advantages like high specific strength and low weight. Complex composite 
structures are used in some weight bearing structures such as the wing plate and 
empennage. J type, L type, T type and hat type stiffeners are often employed in bearing 
structures. Among these stiffeners hat stiffener has the more complex configuration and 
approximately 80% of stiffened structure use hat stiffener [1]. 
 Use of hat stiffeners introduces hidden and curved regions in the bearing structures. 
Schematic of a typical hat stiffener is shown in figure1. Any defect on the hat stiffener, 
between the base ply and hat ply, in the noodle region is very critical as they affect the 
bearing capacity of the entire structure; hence they require very stringent NDE methods. 
Typically, for a stiffened structure, the stiffener region is inaccessible which hampers the 
application of conventional NDE methods.  

More info about this article: http://ndt.net/?id=19755
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In this work we try to study the feasibility of non-contact air-coupled guided 
ultrasonic method [2-4] for the inspection of hat stiffened sample. Guided Lamb waves are 
employed since they can propagate long distances along the contours and interrogate the 
entire thickness of the specimen [5]. Interaction of fundamental anti-symmetric (A0) Lamb 
wave mode with hat stiffener is investigated. Numerical simulation of wave propagation 
has been carried out to understand the physics of interaction. Numerical results are further 
validated by experimental results carried out on a sample with simulated delamination 
defects. 

 
1. Numerical modelling and experiments 
 
1.1 Details of Numerical modelling 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The 2D model of hat stiffened sample assuming plain strain condition was developed using 
commercial finite element software Abaqus® 6.12-3. In the FE model each ply was 
modelled separately and their properties and ply orientation attributed. In the region 
surrounding the sample, air was modelled to visualize the leaky lamb waves as shown in 
figure 2. 3-noded triangular element was chosen for meshing, with each node having two 
degrees of freedom. A mesh size of 0.2 mm was used and for air region, biased meshing, 
with a minimum size of 0.2mm near the sample and a maximum size of 1mm, was 
employed to reduce the computation time. Explicit time marching was employed and time 
step and mesh size were selected to according to Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition [6]. 
Pressure load was applied on the transducer which is at an angle of 21 degree as shown in 
figure 1. The frequency of excitation was 100 kHz and angle of excitation 21 degree, 
calculated using Snell’s Law from dispersion curve data. This study focuses on 
delamination type defects. Delamination is modelled by demerging the nodes [2]. 

 
 

Fig 1.Schematic of hat stiffened sample 

Fig 2.2D time domain finite element model of hat stiffened sample 
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1.2 Experimental setup 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The experiment was carried out on a hat stiffened sample made of CFRP. Schematic of 
experimental setup is shown in figure 3. Air-coupled ultrasonic transducers with a central 
frequency of 100 kHz were used. Low frequency ultrasonics was employed to prevent 
higher order Lamb modes.  Pitch-catch configuration was employed and the probes were 
fixed at an angle of 21 degree to excite and receive primary anti-symmetric (A0) mode. A 
high voltage pulser-receiver is used because air is highly attenuating medium. The number 
of cycles in the excitation pulse was five. The received data was amplified, filtered and fed 
to an oscilloscope.  Scanning was done from the top surface of the sample with a probe 
separation of 290 mm (distance between the centres of the probes).  
 
2. Results 
 
2.1 Guided wave physics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4.Schematic representation of the interactions of the A0 Lamb mode with hat stiffened sample 

Fig 3.Schematic of experimental set up 
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(a) (b) 

Simulation was done for a defect free case to understand the interaction of the A0 mode as 
it propagates through the hat stiffened sample. The schematic representation of different 
wave modes generated is shown in figure 4.Simualted A-scan at receiver end is shown in 
figure 5(a). A-scan was plotted taking the vector sum of in-plane and out-of-plane 
displacement at a distance of 290 mm from numerical simulation. Three wave packets are 
observed in the A-scan.  Second wave packet in the A-scan is direct A0 mode which travels 
through the base plies (or skin) of the sample. Two new wave packets were found to be 
arriving ahead and after the second wave packet, the direct A0 mode. The group velocities 
of these two modes were found to be same as the group velocity of the direct A0 mode, 
which confirmed that all the three modes were A0 modes. The physics of guided wave 
interaction with the hat stiffened sample and generation of three modes can be explained as; 
the excited A0 mode travels through the base plies and propagate to the hat stiffener as A0 
mode. At the top of the stiffener, the incoming A0 mode gets mode converted into A0S0 and 
A0A0, since there is a thickness change and travels in the forward direction. At the region 
where the hat stiffener is joined to the base plies, these modes again get mode converted 
into A0S0A0, A0A0A0 and propagates towards the receiver. The modes propagating through 
the stiffener had to travel extra distance compared to the mode propagating in the base 
plies. Hence A0A0A0 mode arrives after direct A0 mode. However, Since the S0 mode 
velocity is greater than A0 mode, A0S0A0 mode arrives ahead of direct A0 mode. Figure 5(b) 
shows corresponding A-scan obtained from experiment in pitch catch mode configuration.   
 

 
 
2.2 Signals from defect regions 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 6 shows the schematic of different cases of defects studied in this work. In all cases 
delamination type defect, 19mm in length was introduced. Figure 5(a) shows the case 
where delamination is on the base ply region, before the stiffener. In figure 5(b), 

Fig 5.A-scans of a defect free region (a) from numerical simulation in pitch catch mode (b) 
from experiment in pitch catch mode 

Fig 6.Schematic of hat stiffened sample with defect positions (a) delamination on base plies (b) 
delamination on top of hat stiffener (c) delamination between noodle and skin 

(a) (b) (c) 
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delamination is on the top of the hat stiffener and in figure 5(c), the delamination is 
between the noodle and the base plies. 
 
2.2.1 Defect on base plies 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Simulation and experiment were carried out for the case shown in figure 6(a). The A-scan 
obtained from numerical simulation is shown in the figure 7(a). Figure 7 (b) shows the 
corresponding experimental result. A qualitative comparison of amplitudes with reference 
signal in figure 5 shows that, there is a reduction in amplitudes of all the modes received 
and among these, the reduction of A0 mode amplitude is very significant. This is because 
the delamination is on the base plies positioned before the hat stiffener. The reduction in 
amplitude is more pronounced in experimental result than in numerical simulation result. 
This is because, the sample being carbon fibre composite with a viscoelastic matrix, the 
wave will be attenuated. Attenuation is not modelled in numerical simulation. 
 
 
2.2.2 Defect on hat stiffener 
 
Simulation and experiment were carried out for the case shown in figure 6(b). The A-scans 
obtained from numerical simulation and experiments are shown in figure 8(a) and figure8 
(b) respectively. It can be observed that amplitude of the A0S0A0 and A0A0A0 have reduced 
significantly whereas the amplitude of the direct A0 mode remains unchanged when 
compared to the defect free case shown in figure 5. This is because, the defect is on the top 
of stiffener, and only the modes propagating through the stiffener is affected. 
 

 
 
Fig 8.A-scans obtained for a sample with delamination on top of hat stiffener (a) from numerical 
simulation in pitch catch mode (b) from experiment in pitch catch mode 
 

(a) 
(b) 

Fig 7.A-scans obtained for a sample with delamination on skin region (a) from numerical simulation in 
pitch catch mode (b) from experiment in pitch catch mode 
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2.2.3 Defect between noodle and skin 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Here the delamination is placed as shown in figure 6(c).A-scan obtained from experiment 
done in pitch catch mode is shown in figure 9. It can be observed from A-scan that the 
amplitude of direct transmitted A0 is reduced significantly compared to defect free case in 
figure5 (b). Only A0 mode amplitude is affected because the delamination is positioned 
between the base plies and noodle and only the A0 mode that transmits through the base 
plies below the stiffener and interacts with the delamination.  
 
3. Conclusions 
 
 It was found numerically and experimentally that, when A0 mode is transmitted 
through the hat stiffened sample, apart from the transmitted A0 mode, two new wave modes 
are generated. These modes are identified as A0S0A0 and A0A0A0, generated as a result of 
interaction with the hat stiffener.  
 Interaction of these wave modes with delamination positioned in different region 
viz. on base plies before the stiffener, on top of the hat stiffener, between the noodle and 
base plies were studied and the guided wave signatures were qualitatively compared to a 
defect free case. It was found that the direct transmitted A0 is sensitive to the defects in the 
base plies and between the base plies and hat stiffener. The modes A0S0A0 and A0A0A0 are 

sensitive to the defects on hat stiffener region.  
 Thus, A0 mode can be used as a potential tool to inspect the hidden and curved 
region in stiffened composite aerospace structures. Also, since air-coupled ultrasonic 
technique is employed it can be developed as a rapid non-contact ultrasonic technique.  
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